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I. INTRODUCTION 
The subcritical assembly initially was utilized as an 
experimental unit to determine if a chain-reacting assembly 
were possible. As reac.tor technology progressed the assembly 
came to be used more and more as a test unit for proposed 
reactor designs and materials, and the maJority of these test 
investigations have been conducted in the steady or equili-
brium state. Operation of the assembly by disturbance of the 
steady state has led to new a~ea~ of investigation. 
Frequent utilization of the subcritical assembly as a test 
unit has come about naturally. Cost of a subcritical assembly 
is considerably lower than that for a critical assembly since 
special safety equipment is not needed (11, p. 103). Less 
fuel and moderator a::re used, and experiments can be conducted 
easier in the subcr1tical than in the critical assembly. 
Disturbance of the steady state may be accomplished by 
two methods, reaotiv1ty forcing and source forcing. Re-
activity for.cing can be represented as a change in the neutron 
density brol\ght about by a small harmonic variation in the 
reactivity, whereas source forcing is produced by a variation 
1n the rate at which neutrons are being added to the assembly. 
Thus far the investigation of the dynamic response of a 
sy$tem has been limited to servomechan1$m theoriy, which 
treats the system as a "black boxu. Phase and amplitude• 
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response of the system in relation to a forcing .function must 
be determined in order to apply servomechanism theory. The 
above relationship cal1ed the transfer function is derived by 
noting the responses as indicated brought about by either 
reactivity or source forcing. 
It is believed however that neutron diffusion in a sub-
critical assembly will not produce 1denti~al phase and 
amplitude responses throughout. These variations should depend 
upon the method of varying the rate of neutrons f'rom the 
source and the position of neutron-flux measurement. 
The purpose of this investigation was three.fold. First, 
an experimental verification ot the theoretical transfer 
function for a subcr1t1cal assembly was attempted using a 
varying rate of neutrons from the source. Secondly, neutron 
d1t'fus1on in the subcr1t1cal assembly that shows variance 
from the predicted identical phase and amplitude response 
throughout the assembly was investigated. The last ar~a of 
investigation was an attempt to determine assembly character-
istics by using a sinusoidally varying source. 
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II. REVIEW OF 'l'ME LITERATURE 
A reasonable amount 0£ literature is available on the 
development and usage of the· transfer function of a oritical 
assembly. Original work 1n the field was carried out by 
Owens, Grever and Pigott (12) in 1949, in which an automatic 
control unit was used to compensate for. reactivity variations 
1n order to maintain the desired power level in a reactor .. 
'l'he1r work showed that the assembly transfer !'unction ex-
hibited proper eharacteris.t1cs to describe the reaetivity 
variations 1n the assembly. 
Later that same year, Franz (4) developed. the general 
form of the transfer function of a nuclear reactor by apply• 
:tng the standard technique$ of sewo theory. He applied the 
tx-ansf'er function to an electronic assembly simulator to pre-
dict assembly :r,esponse to a step-funet1on change of 
reactivity. 
The practical verification of using a suberitical assembly 
in testing reactor components was shown by Axtmann1 Dessauer, 
and Farkinson {1) 1n 1955. A chain-reacting "test assembly" 
was utilized to test materials by noting effects on the kinet-
ic behavior of the assembly. Identical tests were conducted 
1n a subcritical assembly, and the results were nearly 
identical with the subcrit ical aesembly produc1ng results 
faster, cheaper and safer. 
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Glasstone (5) briefly discussed the transfer function in 
a subcritical assembly. In his development he assumed a 
sinusoidal variation 1n source strength and used electrical 
analogs of reactov quantities to indicate the relat1.onsh1p of 
electrical parameters with the reactor parameters., reactivity 
forcing and source forcing. 
Weinberg and Sehweinler (15) developed the equations for 
the response of a cr1t1Gal chain-reacting assembly to a 
thermal neutron absorber which is oscillated back and forth 
inside the assembly. They further stated that at frequencies 
which are low compa~d to the recip~ooal pertods of the de-
layed neutrons., the neutron density in the assembly rises 
and falls as a whole. However, if' the frequency 1s much 
greater than the reciprocal period of the delayed neutrons., 
a spherical neutron wave emanates from the vicinity of the 
oscillator and is attenuated 1n an exponential manner with 
distance as it is propagated. 
Weinberg and Wigner (16) extended this theory to sub-
critical assemblies. It was stated that the neutron-wave 
wave length is related to the material buckling. They sug-
gested that the exponent1al~exper1ment method of determining 
material buckling could be perfonned by measuring the proper-
ties of neutron waves establ1,shed by a localized oscillating 
neutron source. A particularly desirable feature 
or this method is that an experiment to determine material 
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buckling can be performed in an assembly of smaller dimen~ions 
than that required by the normal exponential experiment. 
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III. LIST OF SYMBOLS 
A Activity 
a Width of assembly 
a.l. Attenuation length 
B2 Buckling 
(3 
D 
Fraction of average group of delayed 
neutrons 
Fraetion of 1th group of delayed neutrons 
Concentration of average group of delayed 
neut1;>on precursors 
End-correction taetor 
Harmonic-correction factor 
Concentration of 1th group of delayed 
neutron precursors 
Thermal neutron diffusion coefficient · 
f Thermal utilization 
0 
j 
K 
k 
koo 
L 
p 
Inverse relaxation length 
Y-i 
Constant 
Effectiv.e mul t1plicat1on factor 
Multiplication factor for an infinite 
assembly 
Neutron diffusion length 1n assembly 
Average neutron lifetime in a finite 
assembly 
Mean neutron l:U'etime in an infinite 
assembly 
counts/min. 
in. 
1n., cm. 
cm. 
in. -.1. 
cm. 
see. 
sec. 
)._ 
7 
Decay constant of average group of de-
layed neutron precursors 
Decay cQnstant or the 1th group of de-
layed neutron precursors 
M2 MigratioJ?, area 
n Number of neutrons of thermal ene:rg:tes 
lJ Frequency of oscillation 
p Resonance eecape probability 
Thermal neutron flux 
t 
T 
V 
z 
Macroscopic cross section 
Time 
Fermi age 
Thermal neutron mean velocity 
Vertical distance above base of assembly 
Subsor1pt: 
a Absorption 
dn Delayed. neutron 
e External 
g Graphite 
i 1th part 
mn Harmonic mn 
p Prompt 
0 Steady state 
l Complex amplitude 
11.,13.,31.,33 Harmonies of 't 
sec.-i 
sec .... ,. 
in.2 , cm.~ 
neutrons/cm. 2 
radiana. 
sec. 
neutron$ 
· 2 cm. sec., 
:Ln. -1., cm. -1 
sec. 
cm. 2 
em./see. 
in. 
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IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
A. Transfer Function 
The transfer function is defined as the ratio of the 
phase and amplitude response to a sinusoidally-varying forcing 
rune tion. This response for a subcr1 tica.l assembly can be 
obtained from the time-dependent general diffusion equation. 
Thermal neutrons only ,.,111 be considered since the experi-
mental equipment is designed to vary the rate at which thermal 
neutrons enter the assembly. The basic equation is (6, 
p ,. 101) 
D 'iJ 2 ¢ .. Ia¢ + B = l V Eq. 1 
where¢= n v, and vis assumed to be constant. 
The source term can be separated into three parts. The 
first term is due to the prompt neutrons resulting from 
fission. Fermi-age theory yields thi& part of the source 
term to be (5, p. 226} 
( 1-1) 'arie-BaT Sp = l - l.., k 00 L r Eq. 2 
where (3 is the fraction of all the delayed neutrons. 
The second part of the source term is due to the delayed 
neutrons resulting from decay of various fission products. 
A total of s1x groups of delayed fission neutrons are 
utilized in expre$sing this part of the source term. Each 
9 
group has its own value of )_ 1 ., (3 1 and 01• The net rate of: 
formation of the delayed-neutron precursors is then 
Eq. 3 
The delayed-neutroo source term using Fermi-age theory can be 
expressed as (5, p. 227) 
Eq. 4 
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where L )_ 1 01 is the decay rate of the precursor which is 
i;:::l 
numerically equal to the rate of production of the delayed 
neutron~. The Ferm1.-age for the delayed neutrons has been 
taken equal to that of the prompt neutrons (5, p. 227) . 
The last part of the source term 1s due to the external 
source which in this analysis supplies the source forcing 
needed. It ia written as 
Eq. 5 
With substitution of the above expressions of the source 
term into Equation l the tollowing equation 1s obtained 
:;:; ....L c) (J 
V --n- • 
Eq. 6 
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The space and time variables are considered separable 
when k remains constant ( 5-, p. 227). This y:Lelds an ordinary 
differential equation fol:' Equation 6 . If the subcritical 
system 1s large• then v' 2 ¢ = -B ~ ¢ ( 6, p.. 361) • 
l Let 
r-a v Eq. 7 
and La = D/ La Eq. 8 
and divide Equation 6 through by La, to obtain the result 
Eq. 9 
With division of :s·quation 9 through by (1 + L2 B2 ) and the use 
of the relationships 
k =------1 + L 2B2 
Eq. 10 
and 
Eq, 11 
Equation 9 becomes 
ll 
• ~ + (l - {a) k ¢ + k 
6 
L ) i 01 
i=l 
Eq .. 12 
With division by l, and utilization of fi = n v, Equation 
12 is reduC.ed to 
nv p k 6 [k(l 
- (3) .... l] 
.R. + La ,e koo L Ai C1 i=l 
so + Si ej Wt d n 
+ I a i(l + La:e2) =V d t • Eq. 13 
With rearrangement Equations 10 and ll become 
e-B2' ... Ba?" 
;; ---- = e ~av 
.R 0 
Eq. 14 
and 
l · f o = f ( 1 + L2:82) =:: _L_a_v_ 
or 
• Eq. 15 
Equation 13 with use of the above two substitutions and 
division through by v yields 
6 
n •B2, ' [k( i • (3 ) ... l] ,- + p e L Ai 01 
.t 1;::;l 
jc.Jt . dn 
+ So + Si e ;;;: d t iq., 16 
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In a similar manner, Equation 3 with the use of Equations 
10 and l5 is found to be 
Bq. 17 
Solving for ). 1 c1 and substituting into Equation 16 yiel ds 
or 
since 
[k(l - (3) - ll -;r +Pe L se - -n - Ba 1 6 [ . (3 1 k n d.. c1] 
-< i=l p e - . T ,e d t 
j wt d n 
+ S0 + Si e = d t 
6 
d n ~ (k-1 ) _!L - p e · B2 7' ~ d 01 
cl t .R i=l · d t 
6 
~ 
1=1 
= 
@kn 
. } 
Eq. 18 
Eq. 19 
Solving this for n gives 
.R [ ~B2 f 
6 d 01 dn l ~ + n = (k-1) p e d t d t 1=1 
,Q ( Bo + S l. e j W t ) 
Eq. 20 + • {l-k) 
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::tn this particular case the value of k will remain 
constant. Neither assembly geometry nor fuel~loading changes 
will take place 1n the experiment. However both the neutron 
density and precursor concentration will vary as 
and 
0 _ l'1 ·+ A SJ (.J t i - vOi - YJ.1 
where n1 and C1 are the complex amplitudes. 
Equations 17, 21 and 22., Equation 20 yields 
no + n1. ej lJ t ::,; .R [ •Ba 1" f (k-1) Pe i=l 
Eq. 21 
Eq. 22 
With the aid of 
{ j: :~a I (no + n, eJ w t) 
- >.1 (Co1 + c,1 eJ(Jt)} + d~ (n., +n, eJ wt) l 
.2. ( So + s i e J W t ) 
+ (l-k) • Eq. 23 
The complete solution to Equation 23 involves using the 
six groups or delayed neutrons each with 1ts discrete value 
or A i.r (3 1, and 01.. The solution using an average group of 
delayed neutrons will be shown. 
Equat1on 23 can be separated ·into stea(ly and sinusoidal 
components, and each constitutes a valid equality. The 
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transfer function uses only the sinusoidal component, which 
with group notation eliminated, is 
jWt J. [(3k e.jwt 
ni e = (k-l) -;_-- n1 
- P e-B" -i--A C1 e3 /.J t + ! (n, e.1 /.J t) ] 
!2 S1 ej CJ t 
+ • (1-k) 
Eq. 24 
Again using Equation 17 and ~ubstituting Equations 21 
and 22 gives 
k_;..::!,- . (no + n1 eJ wt) = ) (Co + -C.1 ej wt) 
P e J. 
d . t 
+ err- ( C0 + CJ. eJ W ) Eq. 25 
The sinusoidal portion or which becomes 
k (3 ej W t _ , C j W t 
--n---B-2-,- n1 . - A . ;i. e 
P .,{ e 
Eq. 26 
which reduces to 
(3 k n 1 ... B2 / 
------- = P fl. e Eq. 27 
(A+ jw) Ci 
Sub&tituting Equation 27 into Equation 24 yields 
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(k-1) 
[ (3 k n1. ]+ .R Jwn1 ej wt ( A + J W) C1 (k-1) 
.R S1. eJ CJ t 
+ (1-k) Eq. 28 
By definition, the amplitude portion of the transi'er 
function 1s the ratio of the response to the sinusoidally -
varying driving source. The ratio can be expressed as 
Eq .. 29 
or from Equation 28 
l 
= ------------------- • Eq. 30 
1 k(3 fjlJ 
___ /\___ ~ --- + ----] 
( ,.\ + J W )( 1-k) ( 1-.k) [l + (l•k) 
Rearranging Equation 30 by putting the right side denominator 
under the common factor (A.+ Ju.>) (l-k), multiplying through 
by ,,t + j w, then dividing by ). and simplifying gives the 
desired form 
16 
n [ l:k ] S: X 
l + J>.W 
= w a .R + j CJ [1 + 1 
- J {l--k) ) 
~ 2 + @ k 
(1-k) 
iq. 31 
] 
B. Attenuation Length of Neutron Wave 
When the rate at which neutrons entering a subcr1t1oal 
assembly is oscillated 1n a sinusoidal manner at a freqU.ency 
considerabl.Y greater than the reciprocal period of the de-
layed neutrons a neutron wave is propagated. With an average 
delayed neutron period of approximately 10 seconds,, fre-
quencies greater than one radian/second snould produce these 
neutron waves. Frequencies considerably less than the 
delayed-neutron reciproeal period allow the delayed neutrons 
to remain in equil·1br1um with the prompt neutrons {14, 
p. 100). However, at higher frequencies the assembly be-
haves as 1t there were no delayed neutrons and the delayed 
neutrons merely contribute to the 'backgro~d. Hence the 
neutron wave ba.s characteristics that are dependent upon 
the "I>rompt" response of the assembly. These characteristicst 
wave length., velocity, and attenuation length are all 
dependent upon the frequency ot oscillation. 
Weinberg and Wigner (16., p. 437) developed equations 
for the three neutron-wave characteristics. 'l'he equation 
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for the characteristic that is of importance here, attenua-
tion length, is 
a.1. = 
Eq. 32 
where c:.J is greater than one radian/second. Attenuation length 
is defined as the distance for wave amplitude to decrease by 
a factor of e. 
lf a neutron wave were propagated by using a high-
frequency sinusoidal source oscillati,on then attenuation 
length could be determined. Amplitudes of the sine wave 
in selected vertical positions could be measured, and a value 
for attenuation length would then be determined from the 
equation A = K e-z/a.l., where A is the amplitude at z, and 
K 1s a constant. A semi-log plot of amplitude versus verti--
cal position will yield a slope of 1/a.1. This value of 
1/a.l. is the u1nverse relaxation length" of the complex 
buckling for the frequency investigated. If the phase angle 
is small at a given frequency, the attenuation length at that 
frequency would be approximately equal to relaxation length 
used to calculate material buckling. Therefore" the complex 
buckling determined by this value of attenuation length 
would be approximately equal to the material buckling. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENf 
A. Subcr1t1cal Assembly 
The subcr1tica1 assembly used for the expez-imental in-
vestj.gation 1s shown 1n Figl.lre l with the east cover. removed .. 
Cylindrical rods of graphite measuring 7 inches in diameter 
were machined to a square from 6 inches across, leaving 
rounded corners. These blocks or AGR-grade graph1te were 
then stacked in ten columns nine rows high to rorm the lower 
section of the assembly. For the top five rows cylindrical 
graphite rod~ 6•3/8 1nche~ 1n diameter were machined to a 5 
:S.nch by 6 inch cross section with rounded c.orners. The 
§pace available between the corner~ of adjoining block~ 
was utilized tor insert.ion or fuel elements or measuring 
equipment. 
The graphite blocks were as$embled upon a plyw-ood sheet 
s.upported by a wooden pedestal. As shown in Figure 1, the 
pedestal was divided into three aacess1ble space,s approxi-
mately one toot h:l,gh. The two outennost spaces contall.ned 
open~topped aluminum tanks, filled with water, which ex-
tended the width of the a~~embly. They served to moderate 
the neutrons and to reduce radiations coming directly from 
the ~ources located 1n the oscillator unit beneath the 
assembly. Figure 2 shows the oscillator unit and selective-
count device which was placed 1n the center access sect1Qn 
J q 0... 
Figure 1. The suberitica.1 a.s~embly 
19b 
Figure a. The. oscillator unit and select.ive· ... 
eount device 
20b 
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beneath the assembly. 
All four sides and top of the assembled graphtte were 
covered with 10-mil cadmium sandwiched between a o.3'75-:tnch 
thickness of plywood and O .125 inches of masonite. Approxi-
mately 95 percent of' all thermal neutrons were stopped by 
this cadmium sheet, g1v1ng a 0 blaek boundary0 to thermal 
neutrons. A wooden framework braced the north and south 
sides. ot the as$embly and 'both the east and west faces ~re 
removable tor easy access. 
Natural uranium 1n the form of cylindrical rods 1.0 
inches in diameter and 8 .0 inches long served a$ the fuel. 
These rods were encased by 2~ aluminum cans with a o.040~ 
inch wall thickness and end caps 0.200 inches thick. Each 
can of uran1.urn was then helically wound with a spacing wire 
and placed into a 61$ aluminum tube, 62 inohes long With an 
outside diameter .of: 1.375 1nohes and a wall thickness of 
0.035 inches. Approximately 10 feet of the 2S-aluminum 
spacing wire was needed for each tube. A total of s.even 
canned uranium ro~s were placed 1n each tube to constitute 
one fuel element. With the tuel elements placed 1n every 
other hole as shown 1n Figure l an 8.5-inch square lattice 
in the lower region of the a$sembly was formed. This lattice 
configuration was maintained throughout the experimental 
investigation. 
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B. Oscillator Unit 
The oscillator unit and selective-count dev10.e 1s shown 
in Figure 2. The drum-type assembly at the right end is 
the oscillator unit itself and is shown schematically in 
Figure 3. This unit was designed to e.onta.1n the five one-
curie Pu•Be sources and to vary the rate at which thermal 
neut rons were emitted from the source !.n a s:tnuso.idal 
manner. 
Each cylindrical source measuring 1 inch in .diameter 
and 1•3/8 inches high was placed 1n the ~ource ret~er. 
A non-rotating-parat'tin Jacket surrounding the retainer was 
-0onst:l'uoted or l/16-inch alwninum sheet rolled into a 
diameter of 7-3/8 inches. End caps of 1/8-ineh aluminum 
were attached, giving an overall length of 14.5 inches. 
Twenty-ttve pounds of white paraffin were poured into the 
jacket through a f' iller cap, and precautions were taken to 
reduce the poss1bi.lity or shr1nkage voids. Moderation to 
supply the thermal neutrons desired was provided by the 
three inches or paraffin. The paraffin jacket and the bear-
ings for the pattern cyl inder were both supported by the 
source retainer which extended to the support brackets. 
An outer rotating cylinder, the pattern cylinder, was 
also formed from l/8~1neh aluminum sheet . Its dimensions 
were an outslde diameter of 8 inches and a length of 15 
ROTATING CYLINDER 
WITH PATTERN 
SOURCE RETAINER 
NONROTATI NG 
PARAFFIN 
JACKET 
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/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ f---- 14.75 IN. ----j 
SUPPORT 
BRACKET 
POINT A(0°) --~. 
POINT 8 (180°t----~ 
(360°) 
l 
I 
I 
i 
I . 
I 
I 
I 
24. 3.5 IN . 
I 
I 
I 
l 
Figure 3. Oscillator unit and cadmium-pattern detail 
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inches. End plates made from 1/4-inch aluminum. were fitted 
and screwed to a collar fitted on its bearing outer•run 
casing. The inner-run casing of the bearing re1;>ted on the 
source retainer £or support. To give easy access to the 
inner section of the pattern e~linder the end plates were 
attached by screws. 
A sine pattern with the dimensions as shown in Figure 3 
was cut fl'Om 10-mil cadmium. Three thicknesses, giving a 
total of 0.030 inches, were cemented to the inner surface ot 
the pattern oy11ncier. Most of the thermal neutrons were 
stopped and a small fraction of the tast attenuated by this 
thickness of cadmium (10,. p. 12). 
Point A of the pattern was the wide-open position., allow ... 
1ng the maximum number of thermal neutrons to escape t:votn the 
oscillator unit. 'nle eloeed position,. point B, stopped most 
of the thermal neutrons. When point A was at top .. a.ead 
center, the oscillator unit was at the zero..a.eg;ree position. 
The 180-degree position occurred when point B was at top-dead 
center. Hence the exact position of the sine pattern ot 
the oscillator unit was designated by a given angl.e from o 
to 360 O$c11lator. degrees. 
Measurements taken within 1.5 inches of the oscillator 
unit at the two extreme positions desc~ibed above showed 
that the paraffin jacket moderated a satisfactory percentage 
of neutrons to be us.ed in the experimental 1t1ves.tJ.gat1on. 
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The value obtained at poa1t1on A minus that at B was 58 per-
cent ot the value at position A. 
a. Oounting Apparatus 
In order to measure the neutron fl~ during a designate.d 
number of oscillator-unit degz,ees a selective-count devi·oe 
was const.ructed. A positive, non-slip linkage had to be 
supplied from the oscillator unit to a pos.1t1on removed from 
the neutron sources. Whe equipment needed to select the 
number or oscillator degrees in which counting would take 
place waa located at this nX'emoved" position. 
A bicycle sprocket was bolted te the end plate of the 
pattern cylinder, A ll0-1neh bicycle eha1n was used to 
connect th:Ls sprocket on the oscillator unit to a aproeke·t 
of the same d.1ameter mounted on a cotmtershaft at the removed 
position. Po~1tion by degrees ot the oscillator unit was 
then transmitted unc.hanged to the nremovedn position where 
wo:rk could be performed Without the intense radiation. 
The count~rshatt was a pol1shing•head spindle which was 
mounted on a 3/4-1nch plywood extension oonnecting the 
oscillator unit to the ::remainder of the equipment. At one 
end of the spindle· shaft a 6-inch V-belt pulley was locked 
to the shaft, and the bicycle sprocket was in turn bolted 
to th1a pulley. At the oppoe1te end of the shaft was look;ed 
a plywood plate., 6-3/4 inches 1n diameter. The poliehing .. 
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head spindle was driven by a l/4-1nch Black and ll>ecker 
electric drill connected to it by a leather belt. Rotation 
frequency was controlled by varying the voltage to the drill . 
In order to improve the frequency control at slow speeds 
(below 50 RPM} a second poliehing-head spindle was interposed 
as shown 1n Figure 2. These two configurations then gave a 
speed range tor the ose1llator unit of from 4 to 1000 RPM. 
A l/4--inch plywood plate 0£ 8,14- inehes diameter with a 
30-degree cam hump was fabricated . To prevent wear a metal 
strip was cemented to the cam. A similar lo-degree cam was 
al.so consti>ucted . The cam, with a 1/2-inoh centering hole, 
was held 1;1ecurely by a ntlt against the plywood plate on the 
spindle shaft~ A compass card oriented to the exact 
osc;Lllator degree waa secured to this plywood plate . '1.'he 
cam was set at any de81red oscillator position by loos.en1ng 
the ca.m~holding nut. 
As shown in Figqre 2 a microswitch was positioned adja-
cent to the cam. The switch was wired in the normally ... open 
position to the preset-time relay of a Radiation Instrument 
Development Laboratories, model 206, aealer. The cam was 
positioned by use of the compass card to make contact with 
the sw1teh at a specified oscill ator degree. When the sine 
pattern of ~he oscillator unit reached this degree the cam 
made contact and the awitch was cl osed. This closed the 
preset-time relay allowing the scaler to begin to count. 
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When the mieroswitoh broke contact the relay of the soaler 
opened, ceasing the count. 
A Radiation Counter Laboratories boron tr1floride pro• 
port1onal counter,. model 10503,. wa$ inserted midway into the 
assembly through holes cut into the east cover. It 1n tum 
was connected to the Radiation Instrument Development 
Laboratories sealer. 
The oscillator un.1t and selective-count device was in-
serted from the south end or the assembly unt1l the O&cillator 
unit was at the center .. As shown 1n Figure 4 this plaoed 
only the oscillator untt itself beneath the a.s-$embly; the 
remaining equipment waa out$.1de to t'ac11.Ltate changing the 
cam setting. 
Figure 4 . Experimental set up 
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VI. EXPERlMEN1'AL PROCEDURE 
A. Desc~1pt1on oi' Typical Run 
The fuel elements were loaded 1nto the, assembly as shown 
in Figure l. Measurements were taken only in the center of 
the as-sembly. Holes drilled on the eaat-cover centerline 
matched assembly holes between ~lle graphite bl ocks . The 
holes were one toot, two feet, three f'eet, four feet and 
four feet eleven inches above the base. Hereafter these 
holes wi_ll be referred to as holes one through five 
respectively, 
The neutron detector was 1n$erted midway into the aseembly 
and the oscillator unit set at Q degrees. With the 30-
degree. cam set at a mean position of O degrees, in1t.ial 
contact with the. mi croswitch was made at 345 degrees. 
Oscillator speed was ad justed to the desired RPM by ~e-
ferring to a stop watch and counting revolutions.. When de-
sired speed was obta1n~d the wateh was started and the 
preset-time switch on the scaler was actuated.. Buns varied 
in duration from one to five m1nutea depending on positton 
and oscillator speed. A run was o.ompl eted when a designated 
number of count~ng periods had elapsed rather than ending at 
an exact time interval.. For example , a run tor 3 minutes 
at 18 R!'M requires 54 counting periods; when 54 periods had 
elapsed t he preset-count switch was turned off even though 
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the time may have been a few seconds on either side of 3 
minutes. It was o1tficult to control the speed exactly and 
this procedure eliminated varying numbers of counting periods 
in a s 1ngle seriee of runs • 
The counts were recorded from the scaler; the drill 
turned otf; the cam reset to a mean position of 30 degrees 
and the entire count;Lng procedure repeated. The counting 
procedure continued in 30 ... degree increments until the entire 
360 degreea bad been surveyed yielding one single series ot 
runs. 
Speeds (frequency of osc1llat1on) used in the invest:lga• 
tion were selected at regular intervals on a logari~hm1c 
scale. Runs wer.e attempted through.e>ut the entire range or 
the equipment. The lowest ~onstant speed attainable was 
4 RPM. An upper limit on speed was imposed by the cam and 
microswitch arrangement, for in speeds beyond 180 Rtl'l the 
switch hammered the cam as the. switeh spring fo,;,ced the idler 
back to the eur.faee ,of the oam. As runs were matle 1n the 
higher hole posit1on$ at high speeds the data became unusable .. 
This was cau&ed by the exponential attenuation ot neutron 
flux up the assembly and a consequently smaller d11'fe:rence 
from the highest to the 1owef?t eount rate in a ae:r.ies of 
runs. When th1s o¢eurred the counting rates when plotted 
against degrees did not yield a sattsfactoey distribution. 
Original data tor the various runs completed :Ls shown in 
Tables 5 through 12 1n the Appendu. 
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B. Determination ot Phase Angle 
The count rates for a single series of runs were plotted 
on g,t1aph paper. Standard deviation fo~ each point was al$o 
plotted to taoilitate drawing a repre$entattve curve through 
the points. All the plots that showed a trend 1n distribu-
tion gave a sinusoidal result. Figure 5 shows a plot 0£ the 
data for all holes at 2.51 radians/seeond, and. as mentioned 
prev.tously some unusable data was taken and the basis fo,:t 
declaring it unusable was large seatter 1.n the plotted 
eurvee. 
From the general. trend of the plot an4 especially frQm 
the poe1t1on of the highest and lowest counting rat.es the 
phase angle fer that series or runs was determined. To ensure 
that an accurate phase angle wa$ being obtained a lO-deg:ree 
cam was utilized. F1ve•m1nute counts were taken every ten 
degrees ui the region of the maximum counting rate, however 
use of tbe lO-degree cam was restrieted to the lower speeds. 
It was assumed 1n determining the phase angle that the 
oscillator unit when in the 0-degree position during rota-
tion and the counting equipment would yield the highest 
counting rate. To validate. this aGsumpt1on an entire serie$ 
of calibration runs with the neutron detector held 1.5 
inche-s from the oscillator unit 1n position beneath the 
assembly was made • Table 13 in the Append1X and Figure 5 
Figure 5_. Plots or typiaa1 data 
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indicate the results which show that there was no "built in" 
phase angle. 
C. Determination of y by Amplitude Ratios 
The inverse relaxation length for the thermal-neutron 
flux in the assembly, Y, was determined by amplitude ratios 
for various frequencies of oscillation. The value actually 
obtained was the inverse attenuation length, but as previously 
noted, under certain conditions these values are approximately 
equal. The experime.ntal eonditions were such that the above 
sta tement is true, and will be demonstrated in the Discussion 
of Results. 
Uncorrected-amplitude ratios were used in plaee of foil 
activities in the equation A = Ce· Y z. With the method ot 
least &quares an initial uncorrected value for Ywas found 
(2, p~ 166). Both end-correction and harmonic-correction 
. .If 
factors were determined and applied to the amplitude ratios 
where 
*End-correction factor: C .. 1-e - 2 'lf 1.1.(c-z) e )( z 
Harmon1e-correet1on factor; Ch • l + Y e u . 
. u. 
[ l e - 't 1s.Z + l e- 131Z 
't 1.S Ysa. 
+ 
l e. ¥ s3Z] 
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r a = (11/a)a (m2 + n2 
- 2 ) + )'ll, a mn • 
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with this initial value of 'tf. The origin of the Z-axis was 
taken at the base of the assembly; therefore hole one was at 
a position of z • 12 inches • A second value tor o was 
determined with the corrected amplitude ratios. This process 
was repeated until the value ot i used in the correction 
factors agreed with the o' found by using the corrected 
amplitude ratios. Computations showed that harmonic cor-
rections were significant only tor the three lower holes and 
end oorrect1ons for the two upper. 
It wae believed that harmonic corrections were unnecessary; 
therefore a value roi- ?f was detex,mined in a similar manner 
using the end corrections only. 
D. Determination of o by Median-flux Levels 
Inverse relaxation length was also determined by using 
the median-flux level. Uncorrected median-flux levels were 
used 1n pl~~e ot foil activities 1n the equation A• Ce-~ z. 
A p~ocedure was .followed as explained in the preceding 
section to obtain a value for o • Values were detemn1ned 
by using only the end-correction factors. 
E. 9eterm1nat1on of Amplitude Ratio 
Basically, the need of the amplitude ratio was to deter-
mine if' the amplitude of the neutron $1ne wave varied with 
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the frequency or the source oscillation. To eliminate any 
"built-in" variation due to the equipment, the cal1b:rat1on 
runs next to the oscillator unit were used as the basis for 
determ1ning the amplitude ratios. The amplitude ratio was 
def ined as the amplitude of the wave obtained for a parttcu-
lar position and speed divided by the calibration-run 
amplitude at the same speed. Both values of amplitude were 
obtained from the plots ot the data, and to standardize the 
reaulta, all amplitu<lea were placed on a one-minute bae1a, 
After the amplitude ratios were obtained from t.he data, 
an end-correction factor was applied. From the iterative 
process explained previously, a value for the end-correction 
factor was obtained.. No end-correction factors were app,lie.d 
to the calibration rune. The end-correction factors were 
divided into the amplitudea obtained in the hole positions. 
and it was found that factors were significant only in the 
top two holes. 
There is a defin1 te difference between the theoreti.cal 
amplitude ratio obtained from Equation 31 and the. amplitude 
rat io obtained from the experiment. Theoretical amplitude 
rat io was defined as the ratio of amplitude of the observed 
run divided by that of an infinitely slow run, whereaa the 
expertmentally-determined amplitude ratio ls the amplitude 
of the observed run divided by a calibration run. Therefo~e, 
numerical val ues of the two ratios wil l not agree, but they 
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will agree in showing any change in amplitude ratio with fre-
quency. 
F. Determination of Median-flux Level 
The median-flux level is the average flux at a particu-
lar bole position and oso1llator frequency. FrGm the plots 
of original data, the amplitude and the lowest value of 
count rate f'ound 1n the graph were obtained. The median-flux 
level was then taken as half the amplitude added to the 
lowest count rate. End-correct1Gn factors were applied to 
the amplitudes for the top two holes. 
VII. RESULTS 
The original data for all runs completed including the 
calibration is given in Tables 5 through 13 1n the AppendiX. 
Figure 5 shows a representative plot of original data at a 
frequency of 2.51 radians/second for all hole positions and 
calibration. 
Phase angle was determined for each run and the re$ults 
are as given 1n Table 1~ All the calibration runs proved 
that there is no ubuilt in" phase angle 1n the equipment. No 
phase angle is observed in an]{ hole position above 0.63 
radians/second. Approximately a 20-d.egree phase angle is 
found to ex1st 1n all five hole positions at 0.63 radiana/ 
a.econd,. For the only hole position investigated, number two, 
a 30-degree phase angle is f'ound at o.42 radians/second. 
Verification of the phase angles in hole two up through 4.19 
radians/second was obtained by use of the lo-degree cam~ No 
change of phase angle 1& obaerved 1n proceeding to higher 
positions while taking measurements at the same ose1llat-0r 
frequency, 
Amplitude ratios were obtained and the results are aa 
given in Table 2. Figure 6 is a plot of measured amplitude 
ratio versus oscillator frequency for hole positi:ons one., 
three and five. Amplitude ratios do not show a definite 
trend with frequency., but do remain approximately constant 
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Table l. Phase angle (degrees} 
Frequency Hole position Galibra• 
radian~/~econd one Two Twoa Tbre-e Four Five t1on 
o.42 
--
30 30 
---
0 
0.63 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 
1.05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4~19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6.28 0 0 
--
0 
-- --
0 
7.33 0 0 -- -- 0 9.42 0 0 
-- -- -- --
0 
12.55 0 0 
-- ·- -- --
0 
18.85 0 
-- --
0 
aRuns accomplished w1th 10-dgree cam. 
Table 2. Ampl1 tude ra t1o 
Hole position 
Frequency 
radians/second one Two 'l'hree Four Five 
0.63 0,0710 0.0330 0.0128 0.00610 0 .00418 
1.05 0.0678 0 .. 0440 O.Ol39 0.00663 0.00279 
1 .68 0.0780 0.0248 0.0083 0 .. 00450 0.00216 
2.51 0.0810 0.0180 0.0090 Q,00492 0.00274 
4,19 0.0690 0.0315 0.0109 0.00454 0.00252 
6.28 0.0550 0.0259 0.0083 
7.33 0.0530 ..... 
--
-· --9.42 0.0678 0.0144 
-- --12.55 0.0678 0.0218 ..... 
18,85 0.0718 ..... 
-- --
0 
~ 
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Figure 6 . Ampl itude ratio vs . frequency 
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at each hole position. A high coefficient of variation is 
evident tor values above hole on~. 
Amplitude ratios were also plotted against vert1-ca1 
distance in the assembly. The five frequencies investigated 
1n all ttve hole positions are represented on this plot, 
Figure 7. The l1ne slopes drawn eo~:i:-espond to the o values 
obtained by the method ot least squares for the set or 
points used. 
A median-flux level tor each hole position and frequency 
was determined. Table 3 gives, the result$ er this computa-
tion, which also includes the calibration runs. To demon-
strate the change 1n median-flux level with oscillator fre• 
quency a plot of these two variables was constructed for the 
first three hole positions and cal1bJ?ation run. Figure 8 
shows that the slopes on logarithmic paper of these lines 
tor the tour positions are equal. 
Table 4 g:lves the various value;a of o obtained by using 
the amplitude ratios. tJneorrected values gave an average 
or 0.0710 inches•l; end-and-harmonic-corrected values gave 
an average of 0.0631 1nches-1.,. and end-corre.cted values gave 
an average of 0.0702 inc.hes-1 • End-corrected ¥ values were 
plotted versus frequency in Figure 9. Values for 't are 
approximately con$tant with frequency. Large coeft1c1ents 
of variation al'e noted for all the a values plotted 1n 
Figu:ve 9. 
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Table 3. Median-flux level (total counts) 
Frequency Hole position 
radians/ One Two Three Four Five 
second {2 min.) (2 min.) (3 min.) (4 mtn.) (5 min.) 
0.63 ll,534 5,410 3,585 2;105 1,150 
1.05 11,275 5,635 3,730 2,115 1,265 
1.68 11,350 5,270 3,473 1,998 1,085 
2.51 11,150 5,315 3,590 2,098 l,183 
4.19 l.0,857 5,113 3,450 2,180 1,098 
6 .28 10,980 5,100 J,500 
--7.33 10,634 
-- --
,.._ 
9.42 10,Eioo 5,078 
-- --12.55 l0,490 4,830 
-- --18.85 10,400 
--
.... 
Table 4 . Inverse-relaxation length (1nches)-1 
Method 
of 
computa-
tion 
No co~-
Frequenoy:-radians/second 
0.63 1.05 1.68 2,51 4,19 
tal1bra-
tion 
{ l m:J,n.) 
.. 
13,585 
13.,425 
13,245 
12,947 
12,730 
12,536 
12,495 
12,339 
12,264 
11,935 
Average 
rect1on~ 0.0642 0.0714 0.0764 0.0690 0.0739 0,0710 
End cor-
rect1ons 0.0640 0.0704 0.0759 0.0676 0.0729 0.0702 
End and 
harmonic 
cor- 0.0582 0 .0638 0 . 0690 0.0626 0.0664 0.0631 
rection~ 
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the method of' nted1an•flux l◄evel.s ~ 
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VIII. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
It was the original belief that a phase angle would be 
observed at axiy osc11la.tor frequency above o.6 x-adians/second 
(13; p. 33). After a aeries of runs bad been completed, th1a 
was fowid not to be true. Previously, the values of k and i 
had not been known for the assembly used, and had to be 
assumed. fhis led to the erroneous pred1c tion. 
The theor~t1cal analysis wa§ performed using one average 
group of delayed neutrons • Fj,gures 10 and 11 show the 
theoretical phase angle and amplitude ratio re&pectively a,s 
* determined from Equation 31. A value fork of 0 .53 was used. 
With r equa.l to 0~87 (9# p. 56), and B2 equal to 70 x 
10·• om~ (9, p. 57b) a value of 2 was determined to be 
0.00098 s-econds from the equations 
and an assumed value or 2 0 = o .001 seconds, The total 
traction @ of the delayed neutrons was set e(tllal to 0"0064 
(7) with a corresponding value of' ).. equa~ to 0.08 seconds-1 • 
It can readi.ly be aeen from Figure 10 tha.t a phase angle 
would not be observed in the assembly until an oscillator 
frequency of 40 radians/second 1s reached. A phase angle 
-;If-Beck, :o. M~, Ames, Iowa. Data from pavtiaJ.ly eompleted 
M. s. The.sis. Private communieat_ion. 1959. · 
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does not appear for this investigation until vecy high fre-
quenciee because the val ue or k ts low. If k were 0.9 a 
vhase ansle would be observed at a frequency of 20 radians/ 
second . 'l'he overall shape or the theoretical curve remains 
the same with varying values of k. 
Rune were completed to the lower and upper f'requeney 
limits o-f the oscillator and counting equipment. 1'he uppe~ 
limit (19 radians/second} 1s short of the required frequency 
for an observable phaae angle. In complete agreement with 
theory, no phase angle was observed in any of the hole pos1-
t1ons above 0,63 radians/second~ Use of the 10-degree cam 
verified these results. 
Readings were taken 1n all hole positions £or a frequency 
ot 0 .63 radians/second. A consistent phase angle ot approx1• 
ma~ely 20 degrees is tound. At o.42 rad1ans/$econd the phase 
angle 1n hole two is approximately 30 degrees9 The theory 
advanced does not predlct a phaae angle at these low values 
of .frequency" Further investigations were not conducted into 
this low frequency range since the equipment did not provide 
adequate speed control below 4 RPM. 
Theoey makes no distinction of position in relation to 
phase angle; therefore the phase angle should be identical 
1n al l areas of the assembly. No change in phase angle with 
hole position was observed during the investigation. Suweys 
were taken only up the center or the as.sembly so the 
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proof of the constancy of phase angle 1s ,11mtted to this con-. 
dition. W1tb the method of source forcing used it is believed 
that some large variations would be found at the edge of the 
assembly near the base. Simply noting that the pattem 
position facing these extreme positions will vary aa much 
as 45 degrees from the recorded position indicates the 
physical reason for the nonconformanc•e. 
As shown 1n Figure 5, the curve of the neutron flux 
measured at the various hole positions is shown to be 
sinusoid.al. Scatter of points increases as higher hole 
positions are investigated. The range of frequency for 
usable data narrows as measurements are 'baken b1gher 1n the 
assembly. Statistical variations, and inaaouraoies in the 
detector and scaler distort the counts reeeived. Due to the 
already small amplitude of the sine wave, any distortions 
cause a scattering ot points that make the readings unusable. 
'l'his situation is aggravated by higher freq'U.,enc1es. As the 
oscillator frequency increases, the neutron waves are propa-
gated quite close together. Any disturbance or 
irregularity in the entire assembly or counting system will 
cause an incorrect measurement to be taken.. For example, a 
measurement is to be taken at a specified osc1llat.or-un1t 
degx-ee .. A small disturbance or irregularity will cause the 
neutron wave to be delayed 1n reaching the detector. At a 
high frequency this delay is significant since the portion 
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of the sine wave actually surveyed may be 30 to 40 degrees 
removed from the portion desired. 
As shown in Figure 5, the standard deviation at hole one 
is reasonable and acceptable. However as readings are taken 
at higher pos1t1ons in the assembly the coefficient of varia-
tion caused by standard deviation increases even though 
longer counting times are allowed. This is caused bY lowe.r 
count rates due to the exponential attenuation ot the thermal• 
neutron flux.. An average aoet't1c1ent of variation for all 
the runs eompleted ranges from one to three percent 1n going 
from hole one to five. It is seen then that to obtain 
coefficients of variation of less than two peroent at the 
higher hole po$1tions, very long counting times are needed, 
in the order of 10 minutes at hole five. 
Amplitude ratios were determined and are given in Table 
2. These amplitude ratios tor holes one, three and five were 
plotted against frequency in Figure 6. A leas.t squares analysis 
was applied to the data for holes three and five, and it was 
found that the line joining hole- three data had a slope of 
-o.184 :t().225, and the line joining hole•five data had a slope 
of ... 0 .. 231 ±().344. Thll.s indicates that a horizontal line 
representing a constant value of amplitude ratio with frequency 
lies easily within the standard deviation tor the slopes found 
tor both holes. It is believed that the amplitude-ratio· values 
are approximately constant a.$ predicted by Fisure 11 and that 
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the slopes shown on Figure 6 are caused by the high standard 
deviation rather than variance of amplitude ratio with fre• 
quency. 
F1gure ll has the overall shape that the ampl1tuae ratio 
versus frequency would have for any value of k_,, For a k 
greater than 0.53., an amplitude ratio less than one would be 
noted at frequencies less than indicated on Figure 11. 
Scatter or the ~oints in ~igure 6 is due to a very high 
coefficient of var1ation. As was mentioned prev1ously1 some 
scatter of points is present at all positions eapecially in 
the h!gher hole positions at higher frequencies. Error occurs 
when fairing in the curves to fit the data. A very e1gnit1• 
cant error occurs when the standard deviation ot the points 
is large compared to the amplitude. For example, at hole 
three a standard deviation of approximately 60 counts is 
found; however an amplitude of only 300 counts exists. 
Coefficient of variation eaused by standard deviation of the 
amplitude is then approximately 20 percent. The condition is 
exaggerated at h3.gher hole positions such that a. 36 to 42 
percent coefti.cient of var1ation 1n hole five is. noted~ 
S1gni:f:1cant errors appear for the amplitude ratios above 
hole one. Considerably longer counting times are needed at 
all h1gher hole positions to give satis.t'actoey results., 
A counting time of approximately 10 minutes would g1ve a 13 
percent coefficient of variation tor hole four. 
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Even though the coefficients of variation for the ampli-
tude ratios are quite high, the reaults are believed to be 
sufficiently accurate and repetitive to support the oon~lu~ 
sions drawn. 
Values of the median-flux level are given i,n Table 3 and 
the plot of level veraua frequency 1s shown as Figure 8. 
Deviation was so slight in holes four and five that they were 
not included 1n the t1gm,e. 
The tran~ter-tunetion development doeij not prediet a 
decrease 1n the median flux, yet all four curves show that 
median-rlux level does dee.line as .frequency increases. Slopes 
on the logarithmic plot (F1gure 8) of all .four lines are 
found to be equal~ If each line 1s represented by the equa-
tion 1;::: K~ n, where Kia a constant and n is the slope or 
the line, then the rate of neutron-flux decline with fre• 
quency is 
dJI 
dlJ = 
The relative rate of decline is 
d1 n 
a'Z.T'=w , 
=-
With identical tralues ot n, and the same values of w , each 
hole position bas the same relative rate of decline. The 
d~cline is ther$fore not a function of the assemblf. 
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The decline is attributed to either the method of source 
forcing or to the counting equipment. No logical reason can 
be advanced for the unit itself to cause the decline, but 
the counting ~quipment could easily have caused this un-
predicted result. The number of activations of the preset-
count relay is in proportion to the frequency. A small relay 
lag would then become important at higher frequencies and 
significantly reduce the amount of time the scaler was count-
ing. Furthermore, 1nvest1gation shows that the reduction of 
thermal neutrons and fast neutrons counted 1s 1n proportion 
to their total counts. 'l'he deviation from theory is there-
fore said to be a mec.han1cal 1rregular1 ty of the counting 
equipment rather than a function ot the assembly. 
Amplitude ratios were not affected by the de~l1ne of 
counts with frequency since the calibration runs were used 
as the denominator of the ratio. 
When plotted on semi-log p~per1 amplitude ratio versus 
vertical distance gives a reasonably straight line. P1gU.re 7 
shows th~ results for frequencies from 0.63 to 4.19 radians/ 
second. As noted previously, the large coefficients of 
var1a tion of data for the higher hole pos.1 tions result 1n 
some scatter of the amplitude ratios. It 1s seen, however, 
that the points nearly all lie close to the straight lines 
indicating that the pointe can be considered reliable. 
Standard deviation ot the amplitude ratios is indicated on 
the figure. 
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Values for inverse relaxation length, "<f , were computed 
tor the frequencies. Th~se valu.es obta.1ned by an iterative 
process are listed 1n Table 4, and it is found that values 
range from 0.0582 to 0.0759 inehee-1.. A value for ¥ was 
found without using either the end or harmonic corrections; 
the average value was o .0;10 inches-J.. When both corrections 
were applied, an average value of 0.0631 inches-• was found. 
It is believed however that the higher harmonies have been 
greatly lessened with this particular arrangement or sources 
1n the o~cillator. The sourc:;es are placed 1n a l .ine and are 
surrounded by three inches of paraffin which thermalizes 
many ot the neutrons produced. The paraffin, l1ned sources, 
and two water-filled tanka in the outernlQst pedestal a.paces 
help to scatter the neutrons more uniformly beneath the bas.e, 
so that a plane source of thermal neutrons 1s approximated. 
Dopch1e, Leonard, Neve de Meve:rgn:tes and Tavernier (3) 
showed 1.n their work with an exponential assembly that d.1s.-
tr':1.buting four sources tn a square form reduced the harmonic• 
correction term to 5 percent or one .. fourth the oorreotion 
needed when the a.ouroes were placed together. 
With applieation of Just the end correctioni an average 
value fo.r "?f of 0.0702 inches-1. was dete:rm1ned. Mayes (8# 
p. 27) found by the method of foil .irradiation that the 
assembly 1n thts configuration had a 'lf of 0.0705 inchee-.1. 
Harmonic-oorreot1on factors would appt;,ar then not to be 
needed, or if used the tull correction should not be applied. 
Line slopes on Figure, 7 are the 'ti values determined by us1.ng 
only the end corrections. 
Values of inverse relaxation length obtained by using 
end corrections only were pletted with frequency on Figure 9. 
A standard deviation for~ was obtained by using the method 
or propagation of precision indexes as presented by Worthing 
and Geffne,r ( 17, p. 209) and are 1nd1cated on the figure~ 
Large coeff1c1ents of variation are aga1n noted for t • 
This 1s due to the high coefficients of variation of the 
amplitude ratios, espec~ally at the higher hole positions. 
By using longer counting times the relative standard devia-
tion of the amplitude ratios would be greatly reduced and 
statistically better values of 'tf would follow. For example, 
1i an average relative standard deviation ot 5 percent were 
found for the amplitude ratios, then the coefficient of 
variation for ~ in this ~xper1ment would decrease by a 
factor of approximately siX. 
It is seen from Figure 9 that there 1s no trend in¥ 
w1 th increasing frequency. A constant value of 't should be 
found, but due to the high standard deviations values differ-
ing slightly from the average of ,0.0702 1nehes·1 are noted. 
To substantiate the values of ~ dete~ined by using 
amplitude ratios an average value of o was found by using 
the median-flux levels • As shown on Figure 12 the values of 
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Figure 12. Median-flux level vs. vertical distance 
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the median flwc are grouped close together. An average value 
was ebtained from each group .and a value of o computed from 
them by using end corrections only. Standard deviation of 
the average points 1.s approximately the size of the symbols, 
therefore the value ot o obtained is reliable. From Figure 
12 a value or o was found to be 0.0681 inchea-1. in compari-
son to the average value or 0.0702 inches-1 computed by using 
amplitude ratios. Agreement within 3 peJ?ce.nt between the 
two methods indicates the amplitude-ratio method to be 
acceptable. · 
The validity or the statements concerning the attenua-
tion length and 1/"ir was investigated. Values used in the 
computation were 1- = 350 cma (16, p. 331), kp = k(l (3) = 
0.526., L2 = 325 cm~., i O c: 0.001 seconds and G.J = 20 
radians/second. A value waf3 determined from Equation 32 for 
attenuation length and found to be 14.8 inches. The inverse 
of this number is 0.0676 1nehes-i whieh ~rees favo~ably 
with the values of 0.0702 1nches-1 and 0.06811nches-i ob-
tained by the methods of amplitude ratios and median-flux 
levels respectively. 
Ft'equencies utilized in the experiment were small enough 
to cause the attenuation length to be approximately equal 
to the :relaxation length. From Equation 32 1t 1s noted that 
a frequency of 20 radiana/second produces negl1glbe change 
1n the value of attenuation length as compared to very low 
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frequencies. Hence from the previous computattons and dis• 
cuss1on it appear~ that the attenuation length and conse-
quently the complex buckling for the fr-equencies 1nvest1gated 
are approximately the same as relaxation length and material 
buckling. Therefore it would be prope,:- 1n this ease to 
utilize the values of attenuation length tor determining o • 
ijven with the <:ombinat1on of varying and steady neutron tlwc, 
computation of 'tf by amplitude ratio and median-flux level 
is feasible since the frequency never is lai-ge enough to 
produce significant changes 1n o' • 
For assemblies with much larger value$ of~• frequencies 
used in this experiment would produce changes 1n the atte.nua-
t1on length and give varying value$ for the c0mplex buckling, 
therefore the inverse attenuation length wou1d not be equal 
to the inverse relaxation length. 
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Dt·. CONCLUSIONS 
A theoreti cal and experimental investigation into neutron 
diffusion 1n the subcr1t1cal assembl y wi th sinusoidal source 
oscillation was conducted at Iowa State College. An oscilla-
tor unit produced the sinusoidal. source oscillation of the 
thermal neutrons, while a selective-count device allowed 
discrete sections of the sine wave to be observ~d and count;ed . 
Neutron-d1tt'usion 1nf'ormat1on was extracted from plots of 
these counts. Conclusions drawn from the Womation are that: 
1 . No phase angle is observed for oscillator frequencies 
bet ween o. 63 and 18.85 radians/second. Thi$ 1a in agreement 
with theory . 
2ir An unpredi~ted phase angle of 20 degrees is ob.served 
at a frequency or o.42 radians/second and an angle of 30 
degrees at 0.63 r adians/second. 
3. There is no phase-angl e change at higher hole posi-
tions on the centerline of the assembly at the same oscillator 
frequency, which ranged from 0 .63 radians/second to 6.28 
radians/second. This 1a 1n ag~eement with theo;ry. 
4. Amplitude· ratios for a given hole are approximately 
c•onstant for varying trequencie.s from 0.63 radians/second 
to 6.28 radians/second. This is 1n agreement with theory. · 
5. The median-flux level decreases as frequency 1n-
cr eaaes . Mechanical operation or the counting equipment 
causes this change rather than any assembly peculiartties or 
cha.racteristl.cs. A change in level is not predicted by 
theory. 
6. The oscillator unit thermalizes enough neutrons to 
give sattsfaetory readings up through bole five up to 4.19 
radians/second. Any frequency readings above 12 • 55 radians/ 
second are confined to hole one. 
7. An inverse relaxation length of 0.0702 inches-1. 
was determined by using amplitude ratios. 
8, An inverse rel~ation length ot 0.06811nche$-.i was 
determined by using med1an-:rlux levels. 
9. The attenuation length of the neutron wave is equal 
to a constant value of 1/t for the a.ssem'bly and fre,quencies 
investigated. 
10. Longer count times are needed to reduce ooetfi-ciente 
ot variation itl the amplitude vatios. In all other respect$ 
the experimental equipment and procedure w1ll yield satis-
factory results_ w1th1n certain frequency limits for phase 
angle, amplitude ratio and inverse relaxation length. 
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X. SUOGESTIONS FOR FURTHEll' STUDY 
From a review 0£ the lite~ature it is obvious that neutron 
diffusion 1n a subcrit1cal assembly with sinusoidal source 
oscillation has not been fully 1nve$tigated. 
'l'he equipment used in this experiment can be itnproved 1n 
several ways. Another speed redueer could be introduced to 
allow speeds below 4 RPM to be utilized. The cam could be 
replaced by a phototube device that would trigger the scaler 
at the higher frequencies. An automatic revolution counte.:t? 
would be necessary to measure the frequency at the higher 
speeds. A gating c1reuit would be mo~e deeirable to inter-
rupt pulses going to the scaler than using the preset-time 
relay which 1,s burdened at high frequencies. St1.ll another 
poes1b1lity might be to use an ionization ohamber connected 
to a sensitive electrometer. The wave produced by a re-
corder connected to the el.ectrometer could then be analyzed 
for data desired. 
In this experiment., only the center of the aasemb1y was 
investigated. Measurements could be taken throughout the 
assembly to see 1f the thermal-neutron flux behaved 1n the 
same manner a:;; the flux produced by a steady source. Further 
theoretical and experimental work with neutron wa,ves could be 
accomplished with .an 1nves.t:igat1on into the change in prompt 
buckling by source forcing. Speeds considerably below and 
above those investigated. he:re eould also be utilized to ex ... 
panel the experimental ver1f:ication of the theoretical transfer 
function. The above suggestions could be e.z.panded great1u 
by chang:lng the lattice in the assembly and repeating the 
particular inveatigation- Voids. and absorbers could also 
be placed ui the assembly t,o observe the effect of them upon 
the neutron wave. 
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Table 5. 
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Or:Lginal data at 0.63 rad1an$/seeond (total 
number of counts) 
Oscillator Hole position 
pos1t1on 
One 'rwo Three Four 
degrees (3 min.) (3 _min.) (3 min.) (4 min.) 
. . 
0 17,900 8,623 3,794 2,254 
30 18,.511 8,711 3,768 2,220 
60 18 :,.310 8.,600 3.,660 a~170 
90 1e,os6 8 ;224 3;640 2;105 
l20 17,276 8,189 3,650 2~102 
150 16,306 7,847 3,522 2.,.03.1 
180 16,026 7,708 3,374 1,977 
~10 15.,995 7,528 3,368 l,984 
240 l6-ra48 71745 3,484 2,016 
270 17~009 7,998 3.,491 2,036 
300 16,971 7.,825 3,496 2 .. 040 
330 17,747 8.,058 3,685 a.118 
Table 6. Original data at 1.05 radians/second (total 
number of counts) 
Oscillator Hole position 
position 
One Two Three Four 
degree.s (a min.) (2 min.) (3 min.) (4 min.) 
0 11,950 6,342 3,963 2,248 
30 ll,91,7 6 ,036 3,937 a,291 
60 11,681 5,721 3,716 2,165 
90 11,471 5,386 3,715 2,215 
120 11,017 5,351 3,701 2,193 
150 10,749 5,230 3,565 2,019 
180 10,500 5,223 3,498 l,968 
210 10,455 5,198 3,582 l,984 
240 11,207 5,233 J,660 2.,034 
270 ll,777 5,287 3,554 2,111 
300 ll,218 5,478 3,769 2.,206 
330 ll,373 5,788 3,879 2,239 
Five 
(5 min .. ) 
1.,234 
1;257 
1,281 
l,.199 
1,134 
l,074 
1;042 
1,100 
1.-077 
1,086 
1,103 
l.,164 
Five 
( 5 mm.) 
l,297 
1.,370 
l,i09 
1,282 
1,201 
1,209 
l,2QO 
1.,242 
1;238 
1,268 
1,229 
1,249 
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Table 7. Original data at 1.68 radians/second 
number of counts ) 
(total 
Oscillator Hole poaition 
position 
One Two Three Four Five 
degrees (2 min.) {2 min.) (3 min .. ) (4 min.) cs· min.) 
0 12.,179 5,510 3,563 2.,082 1,110 
30 12,081 5,513 3.,479 2,090 1,151 
60 11,852 5,426 3.,448 2,154 1.,096 
90 11.,471 5.,283 3,540 2,067 l,099 
120 11,065 5, 282 3,444 1,959 l,113 
150 10,598 5,114 3,460 1,932 1.,084 
180 10 .,625 4.,982 3,310 1 .,924 1.,076 
210 10,571 5,000 3,439 1,894 1,035 
240 10.,946 5,214 3.,369 1,951 1,028 
270 11,291 5,191 3,525 1,981 l.,039 
300 11.,66~ 5,189 3,419 1.,956 l.,118 
330 12.,257 5,234 3,499 1.,,982 1,.131 
Table s. Original data at 2.51 radians/~econd (total 
number of counts) 
Oscillator Hole position 
position 
One Two Three Four Five 
degrees (2 min.) (a mtn.) (3 min.) (4 min.) (5 min.) 
0 12,027 5,481 3,656 2,196 1;235 
30 ll,,807 5,4oi 3,.641 2,110 1,a:e1 60 11,729 5,42 3#588 2r.l7i l,~12 90 11,224 5~354 3,589 2 ,04 1.,182 
120 10,,765 5t-38l 3,522 2,034 l,141 
150 l0,467 5,197 3,4l!-8 2,000 1.,151 
180 10,315 5,153 3,394 2.,002 l,llO 
210 10,379 5,252 3,453 1,973 1,124 
240 10.,814 5,298 3,526 2,092 1.,149 
270 ll,421 5,383 3,601 2,150 1.,185 
300 11,515 5,424 3,584 2,136 1,186 
330 ll,891 5,436 3,673 2.,194 1,169 
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Table 9 . Orig!nal data at 4.19 radians/second 
number of counts) (total 
Oscillator Hole pos1t1on 
position 
One Two Three Four Five 
degrees (2 min.) (2 min.) (2 min.) ( 4 m:tn.) ( 5 m1n.) 
. ' 
0 11,590 5,?16 2,417 2,073 30 11.,585 5, -08 2.396 2,053 
60 ll,376 5,;301 2,319 1,974 
90 10,895 s~236 a,337 l,967 
120 10 .. 448 5,326 2,279 1,989 
150 10,209 4;975 2,221 l,944 
180 10,137 4,857 2,183 1,884 
210 10,269 4,.896 2,241 1,949 
240 10,680 4, 827 2,252 l.,952 
270 11,423 4,992 2,266 2,001 
300 11,246 5~222 2,309 1,994 
330 11,,360 5,406 2.,365 2,103 
Table 10. Original data at 6 .28 radian$/second (total 
number of counts) 
Oseillatox- Ho~e position 
pos1tion 
one Two Three 
degrees (l min,.) (l min.) (3 min. ) 
0 5,843 3,211 4,086 
30 5,708 3,241 4,051 
60 5;68() 3.,156 4;012 
90 
--
3.,120 3,.908 
120 5;641 3,013 3,857 
150 5,337 2,989 3.,823 
J.8o 5,271 2,981 3.,820 
210 5,334 3,050 3,830 
240 5,521 3,129 3, 867 
270 
--
3,130 3,897 
300 5,720 3,188 3,990 
330 5,,735 ⇒~245 4.o?8 
1,124 
l,145 
1,142 
1,126 
1,063 
1,072 
l,032 
l,087 
l,127 
1,108 
1,113 
1,126 
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Table 11. Original data at hole position one (total number 
of counts) 
Oscillator Ra<a1ans/second 
position 
9.42 12.55 J.8.85 7.33 
des;rees (3 min. l (2 m1n .. ) {l min. l (l mm. l 
0 16,347 11,261 5.,580 5,~64 30 16,474 ll.,253 5.,452 5, l 
60 15,939 10,843 5,414 5,359 
90 15., 865 10,341 5.,354 5,161 
l20 15.,249 10,458 ~,067 4,985 
150 15.,188 9,962 ,894 4,879 
180 15,208 9,942 4,901 4,. 700 
210 15,320 l0.,140 4.,929 4,916 
240 15,932 10,729 5,148 5.,241 
270 16,4oa 10.,970 5~218 5.,326 
300 16.,390 ll.,133 5;508 5.,516 
330 16,655 11.,196 5,605 5,308 
Table 12. Original data at hole position two (total number 
ot o.ounts) 
Oscillator 
position 
degrees 
0 
30 
60 
90 
120 
150 
180 
210 
240 
270 
300 
330 
7.33 (3 mm .. ) 
7,514 
7,689 
7,602 
7,382 
7,298 
7,398 
7,577 
7,388 
7,583 
7.,677 
7,551 
7.,539 
aFir$t run. 
bseoond run. 
Radians/second 
9~42a 9.42b 
(2 min.) (2 min.) 
5.,187 
5,058 
5,l?i5. 5,0.,.2 
4.,963 
4.,975 
4,829 
4,870 
4,975 
5,147 
5,332 
5,232 
5~182 
5.,197 
5~069 
5,058 
51110 5.,111 
41966 
4,972 
5,183 
5,239 
5#261 
5,'270 
12.55 (l min,) 
4.,951 
4,906 
5,021 
4,978 
4,.647 
4,684 
4,573 
4,751 
4,750 
4,985 
4 .,938 
5,063 
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Table 13. Original data t'or calibration ( eounts/rninute) 
Osoillatox, 
position Radians/second 
dejp•eea o.42 0.63 1.05 . l.68 2.21 4.l9 
. 
0 16, 658 19,215 18,956 18 ,700 18,218 18,003 
30 17,374 18.,291 18,338 18.,757 18,269 17,513 60 16.,174 11,210 17,366 17,475 17,377 11,016 
90 14,729 16,8 0 16 .,140 15, 585 15,615 14~897 
120 13,227 13,609 13,153 12,384 12,~6 12,442 
150 9,1~5 9,543 9,701 9.,580 9; 53 8,957 180 8.,o. 9 7,947 7,890 7,790 7,677 7,460 
210 8,573 8,878 8,651 8,207 8,371 8 .,169 
2-40 10,693 11,497 11,333 10,98~ l0,955 10,726 
270 
--
14,412 14.,657 14,-10 13,881 13,591 
300 .. - 1i,078 16,562 16,604 16,343 16 ,223 
330 
--
1,382 18 ,,198 17,777 17,763 . 17,149 
degrees 6.28 7,33 9.42 12,55 18. 85 
C) 17,894 17,897 17,353 17,542 17.,162 
30 16,954 17:,781 16,959 17,128 l.6,689 
60 15,783 l 6,36l 15,450 15,812 15, 848 
90 13,244 14,aoa 12,912 13,748 13,823 
120 10,517 11,001 10.,019 10,790 10,726 
150 7,783 8,505 7,407 8 ,. 419 7i923 
180 i,171 7.,095 6,939 6,986 6 .,709 
210 , 419 7,758 8 ,.401 a;o6B 8,144 
240 11»594 10,659 ll,391 10,719 10,844 
270 14,907 14,066 14,041 13,698 l .3,412 
300 16, 832 16.303 16,077 15,882 15;389 
330 17,849 17,642 17,308 16,967 16 _.353 
